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Numerical simulation of the effect sf turbulence
strength on shock/turbulence interactisn

Mohammad Ali Jinnah*. Kazuvoshi Takavama'-

Abstract
Shock wave interactions with different strengths af turb*lence
are observed numerically by solving the time-dependent three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with k-s turbulence
model for a compressible fluid. Numerical measuremenis are
taken before and after the interaction af the reflected shack
wave with different turbulent regions [ocated along the
Iongitudinal distance behind the turbulence-generating grids
in the shock tube. AII turbulent fluctuations are measured for
the shock wave interaction with the turbulence of different
strengths and it is observed that the longitudinal turbulence
intensity and turbulent kinetic energy level are amplified and
the amplification is higher in interaction of shock wave with
comparatively weak turbulence. Due to stronger
compressibility eftects on the turbulent field, all length scales
are decreased more after the shocl</turbulence interaction.
After the shocldturbulence interaction, the dissipation rate of
turbulent kinetic energy decreases in all the cases af the
strength of turbulent fields and the decreasing of the
dissipation rate is higher for the stronger turbulence field.

Keywords : Shock wave, Turbulent f low, Navier-Stokes equations,
Turbulence model, Shock /turbulence interaction

1 Introduction
The investigations on the effect of turbulence strength on
shock/turbulence interaction are conducted in this paper and it is
one of the innovative works on shock/turbulence interaction. After
computing the turbulence t luctuations, a numerical simulation by
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Jinnah and Takayama [1], was carried out at different sirengihs of
shock wave and it  is concluded that the amplif ication of turbulence
fluctuations is lower in strong shocKturbulence interaction. The
amplif ication of longitudinal turbulence f luctuations and turbulent
kinetic energy level after interaction depend on the sirength of
turbulence. To generate a turbulent f ield behind the shock wave,
turbulence-generating grids are placed in the shock tube. The shock
wave after passing through the turbulence-generating grids
generates a turbulence f ield where near the grid plate, the iurbulent
f ield wil l  be stronger and the turbulent f ield strength wil l  decrease at
the far distance from the grid plate. Due to turbulence decay along
the centerl ine of the shock tube, the strengths of turbulence at
different points on the centerlrne o{ the shock tube are different. So
in the present computations, the turbulent f ieids of ci i f ferent
strengths are selected along the centerl ine of the shock tube. The
reflected shock wave after reflection from the end wall inieracts rruith
different turbulent f ields and the outcomes of shockiturbulence
interaction in different turbulent f ields are observed numerical ly. The
turbulence length scales also vary in interaci ion of shock wave with
different strengths of turbulent f ields and the turbulence length
scales are decreased more in interaction of shock wave with
comparatively stronger turbulent f ield. In shocklturbulence
interaction, the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
decreases in al l  the cases of strength of turbulent f ields and the
higher dissipation is found in interaction of shock wave with strong
turbulence. Experimental realization of a homogeneous and
isotropic turbulent flow interacting with a nornral shock rruave in the
laboratory is a diff icult task due to generation of compressible and
isotropic turbulent f low and the generation of a normal shock wave
interacting with f low. Experimental ly and numerical ly many
researchers got many results on shock/turbulence interaction. The
outcomes of the interactions of shock wave with homogeneous and
isotropic turbulence are the amplif ication of longitudinal velocity
fluctuations, the amplification of turbulent kinetic energy level and
substantial changes in length scales. Debreve and Lacharme [2]
conducted experiments on the interaction between the shock wave
and grid-generated turbulence and they measured velocity and
temperature spectra upstream and downstream of the shock wave
and concluded that turbulent f luctuations are amplif ied and Taylor
micro scales increase during the interaction. Jac,quin, Bl in and
Gaffray [3] investigated the interactions of a normal shock wave with
grid-generated turbulence and a turbulent jet and they observed that
turbulence amplif ication was not signif icant for the grid-generated
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turbulence and that the decay of turbulent kinetic energy \rras
accelerated downstream of the shock wave. Tireir experinrents
treated the interaction of a shock with quasi-rncompressible
turbulence where f luctuations in pr€SSUrt? and density are not
significant. An experiment on the interaction of rrueak shocks (/r,4, =
1.007,  1 .03 and 1.1)  wi th  a random medium of  densi ty  in
homogeneity was performed by Hesselink and Stufievant [ ] .  They
observed that the pressure histories of the distorted shock \/aves
were both peaked and rounded and explainecl these features in
terms of the focusing/defocusing of the shock front cjne to in
homogeneity of the medium. Numerical techniques for such iypes
of interactions are more suitable to get the rel iable resir l ts arrd easily
estimate the physical data structure, which can di i f icult to measure
in experiment. Using a shock capturing numerical iecirnique,
Rotman [5] numerical ly calculated the change in a trruo-dinrensional
turbulent f low caused by the passage of a traveling slrock wave. He
found that the shock causes in increase in the turbulent kinetic
energy and that the length scale of the turbulent f ield is reduced
upon passage of the shock. He also found that increasing the init ial
turbulent kinetic energy caused a straight shock wave to evolve into
a distorted front. Lee, Lele and Moin [6] conducted direct numerical
simulations of two-dimensional turbulence interacting with a shock
wave and found that vort icity amplif ication compared well with the
predict ions of the l inear analysis but turbulent kinetic energy
evolution behind the shock showed signif icant nonlinear effects. For
the present numerical simulation, the three-dimensional Navier-
stokes equations using k-c turbulence model, are solved by shock
capturing method where for more accurate solutions, the grid
adaptation technique is used. Grid adaptation technique with k-e
turbulence model arc the improve technique for numerical
si mu lation of shoc[</tu rbu I ence i nte racti on.

2 Numerical Methods
2.1 Govern ingequat ions

For the present computations, the three-dimensional numerical
code is used to f ind out the effect of turbulence strength on
shocl</turbulence interaction. By using the same numerical code,
the computational results, computed by Jinnah and Takayama l7l,
was used to find out the effect of longitudinal velocity across the
shock on shock/turbulence interaction. Without external forces and
heat sources. the conservative form of non-dimensionalized
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governing equation in three-dimensional cartesian coordinate
system is
aQ ,  a@-Fr) ,  O(G-Gv) O(H-LI: , )
at - ---E-----?v *--T-- = rtpl

where Q = [p, pu, pv, pw, e, pk, pt], the vector of conservative
variables which contains mass, momentum and energy. All
variables are calculated in per unit volume. p is taken as rne mass
per unit volume. Three momentum terms in three-dimensional
Cartesian coordinates system are pu, pv anc) pw per unit volume.
Total energy, e, turbulent kinetic energy, pk anci turirulent
dissipative energy, pt are the energy terms per unit volunre in
these computations. F, G and H are the three inviscid f lux vectors
in X-, Y-, and Z-axis respectively. Similarly Fu, G, and H,, are ilre
three viscous flux vectors in X-, Y-, and Z-axis respectively. Also p
is the fluid density and u, v and w are velocity ccrnponefrts in each
direction of Cartesian coordinates. While e is the total energy per
unit volume, pressure p can expressed by the fol lowing state
equation for ideal gas
p = U -t)te -! p(G+ r/+ v,f y where y is the ratio of specific heats.

The source term S(O) of the k-e turbulence modei is written bv
S(Q)= [ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Pr - pE - Dr, (cr, Pr - ctz Nf ]
where the production term PL is given in Cartesian coordinates as

px = { zp,* -i Wr*n(ff +$*S ltt * *t 2p,* -- ton*
, , .1 du -Or' ,0u yt  Qr *P t \ ? x  - A t - ? :  t l t  a \ ' -

l 2 u t , f u - l t ^ t . ,  , , r O t t  ,  3 r '  D r t  1 1 q d r r ' -  , , . t i ) r r  - d t  \ z( -r, d- : l.Px+ !t( f; + 5; + ii )1) t: * p,( 7i +;i )'+

p,(#*S)'*p,(#*#)'
and thedestructionterm DL is given as Ou= ffXt
The mass average turbulent kinetic energy and homogeneous
component of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate are defined
byask= !c ,2  1G+v?+n f1  and  s=c ,n / /  #
The various constants in the k-e turbulence model are listed as follows:
cp= 0,09,  cr= 0.03,  cm= 0.09,  ccr  = 1 .45,  cr2= 1.92,  o*= 1.99,  or= 1.30

The governing equations described above for compressible viscous
flow are discretised by the f inite volume method. A second-order,
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upwind Godunov scheme of Flux vector spl i t t ing method is used to
discrete the inviscid f lux terms and MUSCL-Hancock scheme with
k-e turbulence model is used for interpolation of varrables where
HLL Reimann solver is used for shock capturing rn the {low. Central
differencing scheme is used in discretizing the viscous f lux terms.
The upstream of incident shock wave is set as inflow boundary
condit ion, the propert ies and velocit ies of which are calculated from
Rankine-Hugoniot condit ions with incident shock Mach number.
The downstream inflow boundary condit ion and lryal l  surface are
used as solid boundary condit ions where the gradients normal to
the surface are taken zero. All  sol id walls are treated as viscous
solid wall  boundary. For the two-equation k-e turbulence model on
solid boundaries, pr is set to zero.

2.2 Grid Systems and Grid Adaptation
Three dimensional hexahedral cel ls with adaptive grids are used
{or these computations. ln this grid system, the cell-edge data
structures are arranged in such a way that each cell contains six
faces which are sequence in one to six and each face indicates two
neighboring cells that is left cel l  and right cel l  providing al l  faces of
a cel l  are vectorized by the posit ion and coordinate in the grid
system. The init ial three-dimensional grid system with turbulence-
generating grids is shown in Fig.1. The physical size of each cell
before adaptation is equal to 5x5x5 (mm) and the ipitial number of
cell is 2876.

N2o

0
4 0

,l- 20

u 0

Fig.1: Three-dimensional grids and the posit ion of the turbulence-
generating grids

The grid adaptation is one of the improved and computational time
saving techniques, which is used in these computations. The grid
adaptation is performed by two procedures, one is refinement
procedure and another is coarsening procedure. The refinement
and coarsening operations are handled separately in computation.
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The criterion used for grid adaptation is based on the trun"cation
error (e7) of the Taylor series expansion of density. The truncation
error indicator er is defined for every face of a cell and given by the
ratio of the second-order derivative term to the first order one of
the Taylor series of density so that

T
| |  tvPl,  -  (vP) |

Ar =rnaxl I( t .
l ( d . . t )  ) / l l + l t v p 1  . l
L  l c  t

|  (v t t l  
, ,  

-  1v1t) |

( a . . / )  ) / d l  + l ( Y 7 t t  I
l C  t

where c represent the location of any face of a cel l  and i and 7
represent  le f t  ce l l  and r ight  ce l l  o f  that  face,  d /  is  the center
d is tance between cel l  i  and j ,  (Vp)  iand (Vtr t7 ,  are the densi ty
gradient for cel l  i  and j,  (Y p) ,,= (pi-p)/d/, p,- is the density at
the interface of r ight cel l  and left cel l  and os is the constant
which is  in i t ia l ly  des igned to prevent  a zero denominator .  The
value of  d1 is  used 0.02 and i t  is  problem- independent
parameter .  The ref inement  and coarsening operat ion for  any
cell  depends on er value and the value of er is determined for
each face of  a  ce l l .  The cr i ter ion for  adaptat ion for  any ce l l  is

Refinement=maximum er of six faces of a cell >e,

Coarsening=maximum er of six faces of a cell <c"

where €r  and t .c  are the threshold va lues for  re f inement  and
coarsening. ln these computations, the value of e. is used 0,44
and the value of e" is used 0.40 and the level of ref inement is 2.

ln the refinement procedure, the cells are selected for refinement in
which every cel l  is divided into eight new sub cells and these new
sub cells are arranged in a particular sequence so that these sub
cells are used suitably in the data-structure. ln the coarsening
procedure, the eight sub cells, which are generated from the
primary cell, are restored into the primary cell. The above three-
dimensional adaptation strategy is an upgraded work of two-
dimensional adaptation (Sun and Takayama [B]).

3 Results and Discussion

For the numerical simulation, turbulence-generaling grids arc
placed in the shock tube parallel to YZ-plane and the position of
turbulence-generating grids is shown in Fig.1. The total opening
area of turbulence-generating grids is 50.6 % and the configuration
of the turbulence-generating grids is shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2: The configuration of the turbulence-generating grids

Turbulence-generating grids are uniform in size and spacing, so
the shock wave and the gas flow following the shock wave after
passing through turbulence-generating grids generate a
compressible f low of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence Three
turbulent regions are selected behind the turbulence-generating
grids with equal longitudinal distance. The region between lateral
planes AA and BB is region-1, the region between lateral planes
BB and CC is region-2 and the region between lateral planes CC
and DD is region-3 which are shown in Fig.3.

X/t t t  = 3.787 X/ t r r  -  l i . lV
, >

Shock wave

Rcgion-3 Region-2 Rcgion- I--+

Turbulence-generating N/111=,7.78
grids where X./nt = 0.0

X/r t t  = 11.78

Fig.3: Sectional view of ZX-plane where the location of different
turbulent regions

The centerl ine along the longitudinal direction of the turbulent
regions is treated as the centerl ine of the turbulent regions. 11
points of equal spacing are taken on the centdrline of each
turbulent region and al l  turbulent parameters (velocity f luctuations,
pressure fluctuations etc.) are computed on these 11 points for
each turbulent region. The lateral planes intersect these points and
parallel to the YZ-plane are treated as grid-data planes and the
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grids inside the turbulent regions cut by the grid-data plane are the
grids on the grid-data plane. The value of the turbulent parameter
on the centerl ine of the turbulent regions is the average value of al l
the grid values of that parameter on the grid-data plane. All  the
relevant turbulent parameters are determined along the centerl ine
of turbulent regions at the moment of reflected shock before
entering into the turbulent region and after interaction the turbulent
region. The selected three turbulent regions must exhibit with
different strengths of turbulent f ield and rn this paper; i t  is trying to
clarify the interactions of normal shock with different sirengths of
turbulent field. The longitudinal distances (X/m) of any point on the
centerl ine of turbulent regions are determined fron-r turbulence-
generating gird where m is the maximum dimensional lengih of a
grid in the grid system.

The RMS value of longitudinal velocity { luctuations,

<u> =l I{I  (u, - U ,,,)- l  I  n) where ui is the instantaneous
t  = l

longitudinal velocity, Uou is the average velocity in X-direction
n

=1i1ru, ) /n l  and n is  the number of  gr id  on the gr id-data p lane

where the grids near the boundary are not taken into account due
to viscous effect.

The interactions of shock wave with different strengths of
turbulence are observed numerical ly. l t  is one of the innovative
techniques where three turbulence regions are selected
sequential ly in a long test section. The decaying phenomena of the
turbulence along the centerl ine of the test section are observed and
this technique is applied to perform the interaction of shock wave
with different strengths of turbulence numerical ly. The shock wave
is diffracted at the turbulence grids and due to shock wave
diffraction; an unsteady flow field is generated in the wake of the
turbulence grids. The unsteady f low f ield consists of many small
vortices and these vortices interact each other when moving along
the longitudinal direction. The diffracted shock wave, after moving a
small distance from the turbulence grids, converges to form again
plane, normal shock and at the same time, the unsteady f low f ield
gradually converts to homogeneous, isotropic turbulence due to the
motion of vortices and their interactions. At the near region of the
turbulence grids, the interaction effects of vortices are high and
these effects decrease as increasing the distance from the
turbulence grid and for these reasons, the turbulence decaying
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phenomena are observed along the longitudinal distance from the
turbulence grid. In Fig.4, the turbulence decaying phenomena are
observed clearly at three selected turbulence regions along the
centerl ine of the shock tube. The longitudinal turbulence intensity,
<u>/U are characterized before interaction and after interaction
along the centerl ine for three turbulent regions where U is the f low
velocity behind the incident shock wave and it  is determined for
shock Mach number 2.25 by Rankine-Hugoniot relations.

o  1 0

Region-3

D ? 4 6 8 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 ] n

X/m

Fig.4: The longitudinal turbulence intensity along the centerl ine of
the turbulent regions before and after the shock wave interaction
with different turbulent f ields

It is clear in Fig.4 that the strengths of turbulence intensity in three
turbulent regions before interaction are different. The outcomes of
interaction are the amplif ication of the longitudinal turbulence

intensity and the amplification factor is defined nv ili*#i*##*.
The longitudinal turbulence intensity is amplif ied by the facior ot 1.49
for region-1 and 1.41 for region-2 and '1.36 for region-3. The average
amplification factor for these three regions is 1.42 and after
considering the three turbulent regions as one region then the overal l
amplif ication of turbulence intensity is 1 .12. The experimental data of
Honkan et al. [9] for shock Mach number 1.354 shows that the
amplif ication factor varies from 1.1 to 1.48. ln the present
computations, the amplification factor tor M"=2.25 varies from 1.36 to
1.49 in interaction of shock wave with different turbulent f ields. The
highest amplification of turbulence intensity is 2, which is observed in
the experimental data of Briassulis and Andreopoulos [10]. From the
results of the LIA data of Lee et al. [11], the maximum amplif ication
of turbulence intensity is close to 2.00 for Mach number range 1.02
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to 1.2. From these computations, it is clear that the amplification ol
longitudinal turbulence intensity in interaction of shock wave with
comparatively stronger turbulent field is less than in interaction of
shock wave with weak turbulent field. Similarly the amplifications of
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) level are determined for different
turbulent regions and it is observed that the amplification of TKE
level varies from 1.90-2.10. The maximum amplif ication factor of
TKE level was found 2.00 in the computational results of Flotman [5].
The lateral velocity fluctuations <y> in Y-direction and the lateral
velocity fluctuations <w> in Z-direction are determined along the
centerl ine of the turbulent regions. l t  is observed that no substantial
amplification of the lateral velocity fluctuations occurs after
interaction of shock wave with different turbulent fields. The
characteristic behaviors for two components of lateral velocity
fluctuations are almost identical which was explained by Barre et al.
[12] and confirmed that the two lateral velocity components behave
in the same way across the shoclt

The average pressure, P",,/Po variations are determined along the

longitudinal distance where the average pressure P";ttL p,) l t t l ,
r = l

p; is the instantaneous pressure for any grid on the grid-data plane
and n is the number of grid on the grid-data plane avoiding grids
near boundary. Po is the STD atmospheric pressure. l t  is observed
that no substantial pressure variations occur along the longitudinal
distance and slight pressure decreasing are occurred along the far
distance in the downstream of the stronger reflected shock wave. lt
is also observed that no substantial amplification of the pressure
fluctuations occurs after interaction.

'2o 

; ,;;, 

40 60 eo

Fig.S: Average pressure profi le along the centerl ine of the turbulent
regions (Here X" = 0.0 corresponds to the shock location and X/m
= 9.25 )
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Fig.5 shows the average pressure variation across the reflected
shock wave when the position of the reflected shock wave is in the
turbulent regions. l t  is shown that the pressure profi le across the
reflected shock wave obeys the shock reflection theory. Across the
reflected shock, there has no average pressure variation occurs in
the upstream flow and sl ight pressure decreasing is observed in
the downstream flow due to the stronger reflected shock.

After the interaction of shock wave with different turbulent fields, all
the length scales are reduced considerably. There is some
disagreement between experimental results and DNS data as far
as how the various length scales of turbulence are affected by the
interaction with the shock wave. The dissipative-length scale is
defined by the expression l€/2h wnere the turbulent kinetic energy,

n

k = i ( I  k , ) ln l ,  & is  the instantaneous turbulent  k inet ic  energy for

any grid on the grid-data plane and n is the number of grid on the

grid-data plane. Similarly the dissipation rate, t  = Lti t ,) lr t l  where
! = l

ei is the instantaneous turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate for
any grid on the grid-data plane. The amplif ication of dissipative-
length scale is the ratio of the dissipative-length scale after
interaction to the dissipative-length scale before interaction. The
different amplifications of dissipative-length scale are determined
along the centerline of the turbulent regions due to shock wave
interaction with different flow fields and the variations of
amplification along the centerline of the turbulent regions is shown
in F ig.6.

0 1 2 1 4 1 6

X/m
Fig.6: Amplification of dissipative length scale variations along the
centerline of the turbulent regions
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I t  is observed that the amplif ication of dissipative-length scale
decreases in al l  the cases of shocldturbulence interaction. The
DNS data of Lee et al. [11] and the DNS data of Hannappel and
Friedrich [13] indicate that the velocity length scale and the
dissipative-length scale decrease through shock interaction" The
dissipative-length scale in the experiment of Honkan and
Andreopoulos [14] was found to increase after the interaction. In
the present computations, the amplif ication of dissipative-length
scale is decreased after the interaction of shock wave 'srth strong
turbulence. Due to stronger compressibi l i iy effects, the
amplif ication of dissipative-length scale in shock interaction wrth
stronger turbulence decreases more. The DNS results cf Lee et al.
[15] have indicated a small increase of dissipative-length scales
through weak shock interactions. The length scale is reduced for
stronger shock waves while i t  shows a mild increase for shock
waves with shock Mach number less than 1.65. tn the present
computations, the amplif ication of dissipative-length scale is
decreased after the interaction of shock wave with turbulence. In
the case of stronger turbulence, the compressibi l i ty level of the f low
is high and the shock wave does not compress the scales of
turbulence nearly as much and hence the imparted energy tends to
remain in the larger scales. In the case of weak turbulence, the
shock wave compresses the f low and thus the energy is then
moved to the smaller length scales as a result of decreasing the
length scale and the outcomes of shock/turbulence, interaction are
higher.

8

X/m

Fig.7: Amplification of velocity length
centerl ine of the turbulent regions

scale variat ions alonq the
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The velocity length scale is defined by the expression k1'2. The
amplif ication of velocity length scale is the ratio of the velocity
length scale after interaction to the velocity length scale before
interaction. The amplifications of velocity length scale are
determined along the centerl ine of the turbuleirt regions due to
shock wave interaction with different f low f ields, which is shown in
Fig.7.l t  is observed that the amplif ication of velocity length scale
decreases in interaction of shock wave with different flow fields.

The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) is changed
depending on the compressibi l i ty level of the turbulent f ield and this
value vanishes for incompressible f low. Due to shock wave
interaction with the turbulent f ield of stronger compressrbi l i ty level,
the dissipation rate is decreased more and so more ci issipation
energy converts to thermal energy or internal energy ol the f low.
The dissipation rates of TKE are characterized be{ore interaction
and after interaction along the centerl ine of different turbulent
regions and the characterist ic curves are shown in Fig.8.

It is observed that the dissipation rate is decreased more for
turbulent region-3 due to higher compressibi l i ty level of the
turbulent f ield in region-3 as compare to other regions and the
compressibi l i ty effects are higher due to stronger shocklturbulence
interaction. For al l  cases of turbulence strength, the dissipation
rate of TKE is decreased after the shock/turbulence interaction and
the decreasing of the dissipation rate is higher in interaction of
shock wave with comparatively stronger turbulent f ield.

1 . 5

^ .  t 0

0 5

0.0

X/m

Fig.8: The TKE dissipation rate, T" (T.=1Ose) variat ions along the
centerline of the turbulent regions before and after the shock wave
interaction with different turbulent f ields
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4 Conclusions

A numerical simulation is conducted on the shock wave interaction
with different strengths of turbulent f ields. The present
computational results indicate that the amplif ication of turbulence
intensity and turbulent kinetic energy level depend on turbulence
strength as well as the compressibi l i ty level of the f low f ield.
Experimental ly and numerical ly many researchers got different
values of the amplif ication of turbulence intensity for rrveak shock
wave interaction with turbulent f low. The amplif ication for strong
shock interaction with strong turbulent f ield is st i l l  questionable
matters. The present interaction results provide the important
information on strong shock wave interaction with di{{erent
strengths of turbulent f ield. After the interaction of strong shock
wave with different turbulent f ields, al l  turbulent length scales
decrease and this result agrees with other exist ing computational
results. The dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy depends
on the turbulence strength and the dissipation rate is decreased
more in interaction of shock wave with stronoer turbulence.
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